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FLIGHT OUTFITTERS WAYPOINT BACKPACK

A good backpack keeps your most important gear
organized, hauls everything you need for an adventure,
and leaves your hands free to react to life as it comes
at you. The Waypoint Backpack from Flight Outfitters
does all that and more, whether you’re at the airport,
the campsite, or the office—and you won’t look like
you’re headed to math class. Dedicated pockets protect
your electronics, including a padded compartment with
sections for both a laptop and a tablet. It’s easy to
access in flight when the bag is on the floor or under a seat. The outside
is loaded with organization pockets too, including an organizer pocket,
soft-lined sunglasses pocket, and even a carabiner for hanging larger
gear. Measures 18” x 14” x 9”......................P/N 13-23256..........$129.95

FLIGHT OUTFITTERS LIFT PRO FLIGHT BAG

The Flight Outfitters Lift Bag is offered in all-black. This
sturdy bag has room for all the essentials, but won’t get in
your way. Includes a large headset pocket, iPad pocket
and multiple organizer sections with room for all your
accessories. A helpful exterior pocket makes it easy to
grab your backup radio in an emergency. Steel-reinforced
carrying handles will haul even the heaviest load, and
the reinforced sides offer additional protection. Signature
orange interior makes it easy to find the flashlight or pen
in the dark..........................P/N 13-22022............$99.95
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FLIGHT OUTFITTERS LIFT XL FLIGHT BAG

The Lift XL is a larger version of the top-rated Lift
Bag, adding more room for storage (ex. two headsets, not included) and more organization options,
all while retaining the signature design features that
make Flight Outfitters bags so useful in the cockpit.
For professional pilots who prefer an understated,
all-black look, the Lift XL Pro is ideal. Features a
solid black exterior but with the signature orange interior so items are easy
to find in the dark. Slides over your rolling luggage for easy transport.
Specifications: • Weight (empty): 2 lbs. • External: 18″w x 10.5″h x 9″d
• Main Internal Pockets (front to back).........P/N 13-22020..........$129.95

FLIGHT OUTFITTERS LIFT XL PRO BAG

The Lift XL Pro is ideal for professional pilots
who prefer an understated, all-black look. As a
larger version of the top-rated Lift Pro Bag, the
Lift XL Pro adds more room for storage (ex. two
headsets, not included) and more organization
options, all while retaining the signature design
features that make Flight Outfitters bags so useful
in the cockpit. Features a solid black exterior but
with the signature orange interior so items are easy to find in the dark.
Slides over your rolling luggage for easy transport.
Specifications: • Weight (empty): 2 lbs. • External: 18″w x 10.5″h x 9″d
• Main Internal Pockets (front to back).........P/N 13-22021..........$129.95

FLIGHT OUTFITTERS BUSH
PILOT FLIGHT BAG

This rugged flight bag offers a compelling mix of
bush pilot styling and cockpit-centric features.
Constructed of thick canvas with leather
accents, this bag will quickly become a favorite
at the airport and beyond. It has one main center
compartment with two movable dividers, allowing
you to customize your bag for your needs. Perfect for multiple headsets,
or creating a spot for cockpit mounts and cameras. The plethora of
external pockets keeps frequently used gear close at hand.
The inside has the signature Flight Outfitters orange lining, making it
easy to find gear in a dark cockpit. Cleats on the bottom of the bag help
keep the bag clean and dry. Rugged handle and a padded shoulder strap
complete the leather-accented look. Measures 16” Height x 9” Depth x
10.5” Height .................................................P/N 13-23892..........$149.95

FLIGHT OUTFITTERS BUSH PILOT RUCKSACK

You don’t have to be landing float planes in Alaska to
appreciate the Flight Outfitters Bush Pilot Rucksack.
Constructed with thick canvas with leather accents,
this backpack combines pilot friendly features with an
outback style. External pockets keep frequently used
items close at hand, while a massive interior has plenty
of room for larger gear. The thick, genuine leather
accents provide a rustic feel and the heavy canvas
material will only look better with age. The Bush Pilot
Rucksack will quickly become your favorite bag. Measures 17” tall x 16”
wide x 8” deep..............................................P/N 13-23561..........$129.95
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FLIGHT OUTFITTERS LIFT FLIGHT BAG

This sturdy bag has room for all the essentials, but won’t
get in your way. Includes a large headset pocket, iPad
pocket and multiple organizer sections with room for
all your accessories. A helpful exterior pocket makes
it easy to grab your backup radio in an emergency.
Steel-reinforced carrying handles will haul even the
heaviest load, and the reinforced sides offer additional
protection. Signature orange interior makes it easy to
find the flashlight or pen in the dark.
Brown................................P/N 13-18181............$99.95

FLIGHT OUTFITTERS BUSH PILOT BAG

The Bush Pilot bag is canvas with leather accents,
and carries an embossed leather flight outfitters
patch on the front. The inside of the Flight Level
has the signature Flight Outfitters orange, making
it easy to find gear in a dark cockpit. There are two
large padded side pockets for headsets. The large
front zip pocket has 4 organization pockets, for
chargers and other smaller items that tend to find their way to the bottom
of other bags. The Bush Pilot Bag also features a pass through strap on
the back to slide over rolling luggage handles and a leather shoulder strap
pad................................................................. P/N 13-19105..........$165.00

FLIGHT OUTFITTERS BUSH PILOT FOLIO BAG
Whether you’re soaring above the clouds in your
Cirrus or closing a big deal in your desk chair, this
Folio Bag looks like it just left the flight deck of a DC3. But while the Bush Pilot Folio has plenty of style,
it’s also a very practical bag, storing a surprising
amount of gear without looking bulky or weighing
you down. It has separate pockets for your tablet
and laptop, plus a large center compartment and
plenty of exterior pockets. You can keep everything separated but easy to
find. For further utility, the Folio Bag has a rear strap to securely attach it to
your roll-aboard........................................... P/N 13-20713..........$159.95

FLIGHT OUTFITTERS SEAPLANE DUFFELS

These rugged, water-resistant duffel bags are made
for remote fishing trips, cross-country flights in old
taildraggers, and any other adventures you can
dream up. The huge center compartment can haul
almost anything, from clothes to hunting gear, and
features a padded bottom layer for protection. Best
of all, the Seaplane Duffel remains flexible enough
to stuff into cramped luggage compartments. You
can even roll it up and pack it away in another bag when not in use. It’s your
go-anywhere, do-anything bag—whether you’re flying or not.
Description
Part Number
Price
40L Duffel
13-23559
$49.95
60L Duffel
13-23558
$69.95
40L & 60L Combo
13-23572
$99.95

FLIGHT OUTFITTERS LIFT MINI FLIGHT BAG

This slim bag is just right for new pilots, flight instructors,
or any airplane where space is at a premium (we’re
looking at you, Cessna 152). Based on the bestselling Lift bag, the Lift Mini features a smaller design
that will keep your most important gear organized
and protected, including an iPad, headset, flashlight,
and charging cables. Even with all the pockets filled,
though, it still fits comfortably under a seat or on the
floor so you can reach everything in flight. Signature
orange interior makes it easy to find gear in the dark. Measures 11”h x
6.5”d x 8.5”w overall.....................................P/N 13-23560............$69.95

FLIGHT OUTFITTERS SLING PACK

The unique sling pack design of this bag organizes
a surprising amount of gear. Pockets for a tablet,
sunglasses, and other items give you the storage
you need for everyday use. Removable gun holster is
included. Includes a carry handle and a single padded
shoulder strap that can be adjusted for right or left
shoulder use.
10″w x 6″d x 20″h............P/N 13-22401............$57.95

FLIGHT OUTFITTERS
FLIGHT CART

One of a kind patented design and function makes sure
the Model 700 lives up to its moniker. An impressive
400lb capacity and generous loading tray (16”w x 13.5”d)
allows you to move anything from presentation and display
equipment to a washer/dryer. Easy single-motion squeeze
handle telescopes the cart open and closed. Sleek design
and limted lifetime warranty put the Super Cart in a league of
its own........................................P/N 13-19651..........$179.95
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